How can I tell if our EBSCO collection is correctly set up to automatically load eBooks?
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Applies to

- WorldShare Collection Manager

Answer

To tell if your collection is automatically loading eBooks, you can look at the collection history.

**NOTE:** this information below ONLY pertains during setup and initial configuration. Once feed is in place this screen will change and you'll need to contact OCLC Support.

Navigate to **Metadata > Collection Manager** and, search for the collection. After selecting the collection, you can scroll down to history to view the actions that have been taking place on that collection. The **source** and the **action** field in the activity history will show you if this is on an automatic feed. They should contain the provider's name.
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Additional information

Here is more information about how to [see if your EBSCO collection loaded](https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/WorldShare_Collection_Manager/Troubleshooting/How_can_I_tell_if_our...).
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